A somewhat different estimate is given by Efimov [l], q = 1. The main purpose of our paper is to derive an improvement of (3) if q -1, especially we get the exact value of the constant c(1 
whioh, for every fixed n, oannot be improved. We show this even being asymptotioallj true whioh is expressed by Theorem 2.
For every fixed t and for every e>0 t'here exist feC and an infinite subsequence n^^.n^,... such that
(n=n^,^»n^,..).
The proofs
In the following we omit the subsoript q » 1. It is known that (e.g. [4] 
-jt Let n -2r be even and h » 2Jr/(n+1). We start the proof of Theorem 1 noting that / 0 r y kh
(if n « 2r-1 we only have to replaoe -r by -r+1 under the sign of summation). Let t be fixed. Setting
Abbreviating (0^x<h) 
1«1 2 a^(x), k --r,-r+1,0, i=-r we obtain from (10) by Abel's transformation
_ k-r k-1 From (7)t (11) and (12) we oonolude that bfc|dx. To show this estimate being optimal in the class C we consider 
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